
SECURING AND PROTECTING 
USER IDENTITIES

ABOUT ECF DATA,LLC:
For more than a decade, ECF Data has been helping companies accelerate growth 
and innovate new and existing business models. Services include consulting, 
technology, and managed services for applications, cloud, workplace, data center, 
cybersecurity, and networks. 

WHAT WE OFFER
With added emphasis on remote and hybrid work, 
productivity and collaboration seem to be the highlighted 
concepts. Nonetheless, because data is placed on the 
cloud, security should not be neglected.

In the pursuit of helping businesses attain business goals 
while veering away from threats, ECF Data offers the 
Securing Identities and Access Workshop. It is a 3-day 
workshop that aims to evaluate and optimize your 
identity security profile, deliver cost-reduction ideas, and 
boost your company’s system visibility. In addition, 
customers will gain the following from this engagement:

• Understanding a customer's identity goals and 
objectives. 

• Defining a customer’s identity security posture.

• Gaining insights into a customer's application 
landscape.

• Working out high-level deployment plans for the 
eployment of selected Identity mechanisms.

• Showcasing core IT and user identity security 
scenarios through demo activities. 

• Defining joint next steps.

“Keeping our security guards down is 
inexcusable. The workshop al lowed us to 
be at peace despite our growing numbers 
and working remotely.” 

~Tony Gage , Vice President of IT, Curaleaf

See what customers are saying:



Save your company money
Microsoft 365 is available as a simple monthly subscription. Avoid large up-front 
costs for new software while moving the cost of IT from capital to operating 
expense. And without on-premises servers to run email, websites, and document 
storage, you can reduce energy costs and save by no longer purchasing new server 
hardware. 

Scale your business quickly and flexibly
Microsoft 365 grows with you on the Microsoft Azure cloud. Adding a new user is as 
simple as buying an additional license, which allows access to business-critical 
technology on up to five PCs/Macs and five mobile devices. Microsoft 365 provides 
many plans to fit the right capability needs and price points for each user in your 
organization.

Technical support
Your Microsoft 365 subscription comes with 24/7 support from a global network of 
experts, with one-hour response for critical, service-impacting events.

WWW.MICROSOFT365.COM

M icrosoft 365 is a cloud-based subscription service that brings together the best tools 
for the way people work today. By combining best-in-class apps like Excel and Outlook 
with powerful cloud services like OneDrive and Microsoft Teams, Microsoft 365 lets 
anyone create and share anywhere on any device.

Why Microsoft 365?

Business-class email

Cloud storage

Meet online

Collaborate, chat 
privately

Key use cases

Financially backed SLA
Get peace of mind knowing your services are available when you need them with a 
financially backed, 99.9% uptime service-level agreement.

Simplified IT management
Reduce headaches by reducing your IT infrastructure. Content lives safely in 
globally distributed data centers with continuous backup and disaster recovery 
abilities. 

Build anything from 
lightweight websites to 
multi-tier cloud services that 
scale up as your traffic grows.

Rely on geo-redundant cloud 
storage for backup, 
archiving, and disaster 
recovery.

Get actionable insights from 
your data by taking 
advantage of a fully 
compatible, enterprise-ready 
Hadoop service.

Accelerate your mobile app 
development by using a 
backend hosted on Microsoft 
Azure. 


